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Poland has a long tradition In land use /land cover mapping. The 
two last attempts to present these phenomena were accomplished In 
digital form. The newest version has been elaborated In concordance 
to the methodology developed Within CORINE Programme of 
European Commission. The nomenclature consisted oC 44 classes 
diVided onto 3 hierarch1callevels. 
The remotely sensed data acqUired by the Landsat TM were used as a 
baste source of Information. The satellite scenes has been 
geometrically COrTected and - after radiometric processing - pnnted In 
form relevant to topographiC map sheet sections at the scale 
1 : 100000. At the llrst stage oC the mapplnS process there were 
elaborated overlays by Visual Interpretation of Calse colour images 
supported by digital Image processing. Additlonallya set of auXiliary 
materials was used, like topographic maps In various scales, air 
photographs, thematic maps, etc. The most dltDcult areas from the 
Interpretation point of View were Visited and then the field checking 
accompltshed the Interpretation stage. Each of map sheet has been 
vel1tled by several supervislUS persons. 

Manually elaborated overlays With polygons representing separate 
classes (Indicated by codes) oC land cover has been redrawn by ink on 
traCing paper. The laat document was subject of scanntng, starting 
digital handl1ng of land cover Information. Then vectoriZing and 
further procesSing took place. After editing and polygon coding a set 
of vel1ftcatlon procedures were performed. The most time consuming 
and dilllcult task was related to edge matching of each sheet. It 
enabled to create a seamless coverage of the country In two zones of 
Gauss-Krager projection (Transverse Mercator). 

The main goal of the project was to elaborate the digltal verSion of 
land cover map. However. the Institute of Geodesy and Cartography 
has made some experiments. orlented to preparation oC paper maps 
derived from land cover database. Selected topographiC elements 
were acquired in digital fonn in order to add them to the thematic 
. information in the process of cartographic editing and displaying. 

The series of appllcattons of land co~r database relevant to accuracy 
of map at the scale 1 : 100000 has been foreseen. The Immediate 
one is the use of the database for mapping biotopee, investigated 
Within another CORINE programme. As a result of that application a 
geometrically coherent biotopes database has been created. 
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